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 Summary 

 ●  In May 2022, the TDSB changed  long-standing  admission  procedures to high school 
 specialized programs. The most important change was to replace merit-based 
 admissions with a lottery. 

 ●  The difference between admission rates of different TDSB racial groups is mostly due to 
 the difference in application rates. There are significant differences of interest towards 
 specialized programs across TDSB demographics. To the degree that such differences 
 are evidence of policy failure, the failures happened at the elementary or middle-school 
 level, i.e., before high school. The new policy hides these failures without addressing 
 them. 

 ●  The new policy has explicit racial and geographic biases. 
 ●  The random selection algorithm is flawed: it generates significant inefficiencies and it is 

 open to manipulation. Both of these problems can be addressed with simple tweaks to 
 the algorithm. 

 ●  The new policy has direct costs: it leads to a mismatch between student abilities and 
 programs, hurting high-achieving students without helping others. 

 ●  The new policy is not driven by a coherent vision of specialized programs. 
 ●  Proposed solutions: 

 ○  Restore merit-based admissions. 
 ○  Expand specialized programs (especially more popular ones like MaCS or 

 TOPS) either by increasing the number of seats in existing programs or 
 replicating existing programs in other locations. 

 ○  If a lottery continues to play a role in admissions, make the following changes: 
 ■  Use a single random lottery, instead of independent lotteries across 

 programs. 
 ■  Allow for a large number (10 or more) of ranked choices in the 

 application. 
 ○  Combine admissions to specialized programs with optional attendance. 

 1  Department of Economics, University of Toronto. Email: marcin.peski@utoronto.ca 
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 Admission policy prior to 2022 

 The TDSB  offers nearly 40  specialized programs  including  focuses on STEM, Arts, 
 International Baccalaureate, and Athletics. Before 2022, the admissions to these programs were 
 almost completely decentralized, with each program responsible for their own procedure. The 
 only central element was a restriction that a student can apply to at most two programs. 

 All specialized programs were developed locally. As a result, each of them is different, with 
 different curriculum requirements (for example, the two most popular STEM programs differ 
 significantly with their emphasis: TOPS accelerates math to make sure that students are able to 
 take Physics earlier, MaCS accelerates Introduction to Computer Science courses, etc.). There 
 was a wide range of admission procedures: MaCS and TOPS used exams and grades, Arts 
 programs required an interview and/or portfolio, and some programs, like Ursula Franklin 
 Academy, experimented with lottery-based admissions. The latter were introduced as a 
 convenient way of running admissions during the 2020 Covid-19 pandemic. There was also a 
 wide difference in demand - with programs like MaCS and TOPS having up to 10:1 applicant to 
 admissions ratios, some art programs more like 2:1 or even 1.5:1, and some other programs 
 (including some STEM-programs) admitting all applicants. 

 Specialized programs demographics 

https://www.tdsb.on.ca/High-School/Going-to-High-School/Secondary-Central-Student-Interest-Programs
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 The above figure is based on the TDSB data.  2  The figure shows 2020 shares of major racial 
 groups among all TDSB students, all students enrolled in all specialized programs, and all 
 students enrolled in STEM programs (I specifically focus on STEM in order to facilitate 
 comparison with subsequent data.) The largest underrepresentation in STEM is among Black 
 students, who comprise 12% of all TDSB students, but only 6% of all specialized programs and 
 4% of STEM programs. On the other hand, South Asians comprise 23% of TDSB students, 27% 
 of all specialized programs, and 35% of STEM programs. The largest TDSB group, Whites, 
 comprise 28% of TDSB students, 33% of specialized programs and only 24% of STEM 
 programs. 

 A priori, it is not clear what is driving the differences above. One possible explanation is a 
 discriminatory nature of the merit-based admission process. Another explanation is the 
 difference in interest or preferences across TDSB groups. Yet another explanation is that some 
 demographic groups face barriers like lack of information about the programs, inadequate 
 preparation in elementary/middle schools, distance to the specialized school, etc. To the best of 
 my knowledge, the TDSB has not carefully examined any of these explanations. 

 Application vs. admission rates by race and gender 

 2  The data on the racial composition of the 2020 student enrollment of specialized programs were 
 obtained under the FOI Request No: 2022:27. It is important to mention that the racial composition 
 information provided by the TDSB has lots of missing data - the race of around 30% of the students is not 
 known. 
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 One way to test whether admission procedure is discriminatory was to compare the 
 demographics of applicants with students admitted. Surprisingly, the TDSB has not analyzed 
 data about applicants. 

 This section analyzes 2019 application and admission data for three STEM programs: MaCS, 
 TOPS Garneau and TOPS Bloor.  3  The reasons for the limitation to these three programs are (a) 
 obtaining data about all specialized programs was prohibitively costly  4  and (b) these three 
 programs have the most competitive admissions in the entire TDSB system, hence are the most 
 likely to exhibit evidence of discrimination. 

 Two key facts: In 2019, there were 273 students admitted into the three programs. These 
 programs are extremely popular, with, on average, seven applicants for each admitted student. 

 The figure compares the TDSB shares of various racial groups and their shares among students 
 who apply and who got admitted to the top STEM programs. Because of small samples, I 
 combine similar (from the point of view of admission probability) groups. Black, Indigenous, 
 Latino, and Middle Eastern (BILM from now on) students comprise the four most 
 underrepresented groups in the sample. All groups apart from South and East Asians are 
 underrepresented in 2019 admissions to top STEM programs. 

 4  The data on the racial and gender composition of the 2019/2020 applications  and admissions to the top 
 three STEM specialized programs were obtained under the FOI Request No: 2022:42. The data are 
 limited to the three programs and a single admission year due to a prohibitively high fee the TDSB 
 requested for their  preparation. 

 3  The focus on the STEM courses makes this analysis complementary to  Gaztambide-Fernandez & 
 Parekh’s (2017)  study of the Arts programs. That study  showed that students enrolled in Arts programs 
 are whiter and come from wealthier families than the rest of the TDSB. A limitation of the study is that it 
 does not look at application data. In particular, it cannot be used to argue that merit-based admissions are 
 discriminatory. To see it in another way, if the pool of applicants is similar in racial and income 
 composition to the pool of enrolled, the lottery-based system will reproduce similar patterns. 

https://epaa.asu.edu/index.php/epaa/article/view/2716https://epaa.asu.edu/index.php/epaa/article/view/2716
https://epaa.asu.edu/index.php/epaa/article/view/2716https://epaa.asu.edu/index.php/epaa/article/view/2716
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 One way to describe the differences in representation is to compare the admission rates among 
 different groups. (An admission rate is defined as the ratio of students admitted to the top STEM 
 programs to all students in the TDSB.) And so, an average Asian student is 3 times more likely 
 to be admitted than an average White student and 6 times more likely than an average BILM 
 student. 

 Are BILM students underrepresented because they apply at lower rates? Or is it because they 
 are less likely to pass the entrance exam? To answer these questions, I compute 

 ●  Application rate, which is the ratio of all students who apply to top STEM programs to all 
 students in TDSB. For example, an average South or East Asian student applies at a 
 rate that is 3 times as high as a White student, and 5 times as high as a BILM student. 

 ●  Exam passing rate, which is the ratio of all students admitted to the top STEM programs 
 to all students who apply to these programs. For example, the probability that a BILM 
 applicant passes the exam is 60% smaller than an analogous probability for an Asian 
 applicant. 

 To evaluate the impact of the application rates, I simulate the enrollment numbers  assuming that 
 all groups apply at the same rates.  The outcome of  the simulation is shown below: 

 A visual comparison between this and the previous figure suggests that equalizing application 
 rates significantly reduces the under- and overrepresentation of racial groups in the top STEM 
 specialized programs. A more quantitative argument shows that equalizing application rates 
 reduced the amount of underrepresentation by 68%. The remaining 32% is due to differences in 
 the passing rate.  5 

 I conclude that BILM students are underrepresented mostly, because they apply at a lower rate. 

 5  To measure underrepresentation in the 2019 data, I compute the sum of the absolute values of the 
 differences between the TDSB and the enrollment shares of each of the four groups A. I compute an 
 analogous measure for the simulated shares under equal application rate assumptions B. Then B/A = 
 32% 
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 It is interesting to conduct a similar analysis, but for gender differences. 

 Boys and girls are admitted roughly proportionally to their share in TDSB, but there is a 
 significant difference in the gender composition of applicants: Boys apply at 35% rate higher 
 than girls. 

 The fact that boys apply at higher rates to math-based programs is not surprising. It is 
 well-known  that girls have a lower confidence in their  math abilities, or think that math is not 
 their speciality, despite them having in general the same or better grades. Interestingly, 
 admissions fully correct for the imbalance. It could be because girls, by being more selective 
 about their own abilities, form a stronger pool. It could also be that the administrators are 
 conscious about not having a gender-imbalanced class. (When I asked the administrators of 
 one of the programs, they replied that the admission “  was based on the test, report cards- grade 
 8 progress and grade 7 final, learning skills, supplementary forms. So although more boys 
 applied than girls, girls statistically had a stronger success rate on their overall application so 
 are program was always about 50% boys and 50% girls.  ”) 

 Importantly, an application form to MaCS under the old system had a question about gender, but 
 not about race. If it did, perhaps the administrators would be able to design admission criteria 
 leading to a more racially balanced enrollment. 

 The above data reveal clear differences among various TDSB demographics. Most of the 
 difference in enrollment is due to the differential in application rates. Trying to understand why 
 application rates further is complicated by a lack of relevant data. Possible reasons include: 

 ●  individual preferences, 
 ●  interest for mathematics and science developed before applying to high school, 
 ●  rational response to anticipated admission probability, perhaps due to low confidence in 

 a student's own skills, etc. 

https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2020/04/06/2012204/0/en/Boys-are-More-Confident-than-Girls-When-it-Comes-to-Math-Survey-Shows.html
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 Low confidence in math abilities among girls or lack of interest or fear of inadequate preparation 
 are indications of failures of education policy. These failures occurred during elementary or 
 middle-school levels, i.e., before high school. It is important for the TDSB to be clear about their 
 existence and think hard about why they exist before trying to address them. Unfortunately, the 
 new policy hides these failures under the cover of lottery-based equality.  6 

 6  The racial and gender differences in math achievement (or confidence in math skills) likely appear 
 across all education levels. Alas,  TDSB Math Action  Plan  does not mention demographic gaps in 
 achievement or confidence. 

https://sites.google.com/tdsb.on.ca/tdsb-mathematics-for-families/tdsb-math-action-plan
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 Changes in 2022 

 On 25 May 2022, TDSB  approved  changes to the  Student  Interest Programs Policy  . The main 
 change is to replace local admission procedures with a centrally-run lottery-based mechanism. 
 In particular, exams or auditions are not going to be used anymore for any of the specialized 
 programs. 

 The rationale for the change (  see here, page 10 and  further  ) was to “remove known barriers to 
 access and decrease the underrepresentation of groups of students”. The accompanying press 
 release mentions “  ensuring a greater number of students  have access to these high quality 
 programs and schools  ” and “  reducing systemic barriers  - such as geographic, socio-economic 
 and race”.  The TDSB has also pointed to racial imbalances  in some specialized programs. 

 During the discussion, the Trustees amended the initial motion by requiring that to be 
 considered for a lottery, applicants must “demonstrate passion and interest”. As TDSB 
 spokesperson Ryan Bird explained in the subsequent interview: “You really do have to 
 demonstrate, whether it be maybe a performance video, a written submission, to really explain 
 why you are so passionate and interested in attending one of these programs”,  25 May 2022  ). 

 (Some) details on implementation of the changes were released in October 2022, a few weeks 
 before the application process opened. In particular, 

 ●  20% of the seats in each of the applicants will be reserved for applicants that self-identify 
 as Black, Indigenous, Middle-Eastern, and Latino (BILM). The number 20% for BILM 
 applicants was likely chosen because 19% of all TDSB students according to the 2017 
 census belong to the BILM group. 

 ●  50% of seats in STEM programs will be allocated to girls. 
 ●  On top of the above, 50% seats in MaCS and TOPS Garneau will be given to students 

 from local middle schools. 
 ●  The procedure gives preference to student residents of TDSB area and considers other 

 students only if there are unfilled spots. 

 Comparing the May announcements and official justification with the October implementation 
 details reveals a number of discrepancies: 

 ●  Since the TDSB has neither changed the number of available seats nor revealed any 
 plan to do so in future, it is difficult to understand what expanding access to a greater 
 number of students means. 

 ●  Despite stating the goal to remove a range of barriers, the only two criteria affected by 
 the policy are race and gender. The policy does not address geographical nor 
 socioeconomic barriers. (In fact, using the TDSB logic, limiting 50% of the seats in the 
 STEM programs to local students creates new geographic barriers.) 

 ●  Gender was not mentioned as a barrier in the initial announcements. A likely reason is 
 that, as the above data suggest, there were no gender imbalances under the 
 merit-based system. However, it is likely that, between May and October, the TDSB 

https://www.tdsb.on.ca/Media/News/ArtMID/2750/ArticleID/1816/TDSB-Approves-Policy-to-Improve-Access-to-Specialized-Schools-and-Programs
https://ppf.tdsb.on.ca/uploads/files/live/97/2275.pdf
https://pub-tdsb.escribemeetings.com/FileStream.ashx?DocumentId=11987
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/toronto/toronto-district-school-board-specialized-schools-programs-admissions-1.6466071
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 realized that, with boys applying to STEM programs at a 35% higher rate, a gender-blind 
 lottery will produce classes with many more boys than girls. 

 ●  The restriction of 50% seats in MaCS and TOPS Garneau to local students violates 
 “standard admission process” language of the Student Interest Programs policy (  6.3.5  ) 
 as well as the official goals of providing uniform access across the district. 

 ●  Despite the Trustees amendment on 25 May 2022 to require a demonstration of interest 
 as well as clear language in the policy, the 2022 applicants did not have any opportunity 
 to demonstrate passion or interest. 

 Algorithm 
 Here is a short description of the random selection algorithm  7  : 

 ●  Application  : Each student chooses and ranks at most  two  programs from all 
 specialized programs. The application form asks if the applicant self-identifies as a 
 member of the BILM group (Black, Indigenous, Latino, and Middle Eastern) or as a 
 female. 

 ●  Random lottery  : Suppose that the program has X seats. 
 ○  20% of the seats in the program are offered to randomly drawn 0.2X BILM 

 applicants. 
 ○  The remaining 80% of the seats are offered to the randomly drawn group of 

 0.8X of all the remaining candidates. The remaining pool includes the BILM 
 applicants who did not get chosen in the previous step. 

 ○  Importantly, the lotteries are run independently for each program - this detail 
 will play an important role in the discussion below. 

 ●  Waitlist  :  The applicants who were offered a seat in their top-ranked program have a 
 week to decide whether they accept it or not. If they reject, they will be offered no 
 more seats and they leave the program. All the other applicants remain in the system. 
 As the rejections come in and the seats open and the administrator manually moves 
 applicants from the waitlist to the program. An applicant offered a seat in their 
 first-ranked spot is automatically removed from the admission list or the waitlist for 
 their second-ranked spot. 

 ●  Gender quota  : In order to implement gender quota,  each STEM program is divided 
 into two equal parts, 50% of the seats each. The admission process is run separately 
 for two halves and females are only eligible for one of them, and everybody else is 
 only eligible for the other one. 

 ●  Local residents  : For the two programs with priority  seats for local residents, the two 
 programs are further divided into 50% for local residents and 50% for outside 
 residents. So, for example, roughly 100 seats in MaCS are split into 25 seats for local 
 females, 25 seats for local males, 25 seats for outside females, 25 seats for outside 
 males. 

 7  The details of the algorithm used for randomized  selection were not released prior to the application 
 process and, in fact, have never been fully released to the public. Some information in this section comes 
 from the video on random selection process on  the  TDSB site  . The rest comes from the FOI Request 
 2022:59. 

https://ppf.tdsb.on.ca/uploads/files/live/97/2275.pdf
https://www.tdsb.on.ca/High-School/Going-to-High-School/Secondary-Central-Student-Interest-Programs/Application-and-Admissions
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 Racial and geographic bias 

 According to the  Toronto Star  , in May, TDSB director  Colleen Russell-Rawlins told the board she 
 wants students to have “a fair chance of acceptance into their program of choice, regardless of 
 their identity, experience, ability, postal code or family income.” 

 In fact, the new lottery is biased towards some racial and geographic (postal code) groups. 

 Although 20% of the seats to the BILM group roughly correspond to their 2017 census share in 
 the TDSB student population (19%), the algorithm is designed to allocate more than 20% seats 
 to the BILM groups. The reason is that each BILM student has two chances of being selected - 
 first for the guaranteed 20% seat group and second, after the guaranteed seats are filled, for the 
 remaining seats. In contrast, non-BILM applicants have only one chance. 

 This mechanism may lead to substantial bias in admission probability. For example, suppose 
 that a program with 100 seats has 500 applicants of which 100 are BILM applicants. Then, 
 a) the first selection will fill 20 seats guaranteed for BILM groups (20% of 100), 
 b) the second selection will fill the remaining 80 seats out of the remaining 480 applicants. 
 Because there are still 80 BILM applicants in the remaining group, on average they will get 
 80/480 * 80 seats = 13 more seats. This way, although only 20% of the applicants belonged to 
 the BILM groups, the BILM applicants will get 33% of seats. 

 Viewed in another way, a BILM applicant has a 33/100 = 33% chance of getting the seat. The 
 non-BILM applicant has a 67/400 = 17% chance of getting a seat. The passing rate for each 
 BILM applicant is almost twice as high as for a non-BILM applicant! 

 The numbers in the above example are artificial and were chosen to explain the numerical 
 calculations in a simple way. In practice, the differences in admission rates will depend on what 
 the fraction of BILM applicants is among all applicants and what the ratio of applicants to seats 
 is. 

 In order to see a more concrete example, I will assume that the application rates and application 
 pool are exactly the same as in the group of 2019 applicants to the top three STEM programs: 
 MaCS, TOPS Bloor and TOPS Garneau. In other words, I assume that the applicant to admitted 
 ratio is 7:1, and the proportion of BILM applicants in the applicant pool is 7%. Then, BILM 
 applicants will get, on average, 24% seats (this will be 20% seats in the first round and 4% 
 seats in the second round). Non-BILM applicants will get the remaining 76% of the seats. 

 Because the advantage for BILM applicants means disadvantage for everybody else, BILM 
 applicants have a much higher likelihood of being admitted. In fact, because there are only 7% 

https://www.thestar.com/news/gta/2022/10/04/tdsb-gives-some-specialty-high-schools-extra-year-to-make-programming-changes.html
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 of BILM applicants, this implies that each BILM applicant is  four times more  likely to be admitted 
 than a non-BILM applicant.  8 

 The significant advantage for BILM students in the lottery mechanism  creates a powerful 
 incentive to misreport self-identification. It is my understanding that, apart from the admission 
 procedure, there is no further consequence of the BILM or gender self-identification on the 
 application form. 

 One of the likely consequences of the new policy is that the share of Asian students will 
 decrease relative to the merit-based system. There is an important context for this observation. 
 There is a perception among many students of programs like MaCS and TOPS as well as their 
 parents that the 2022 changes were adopted because the merit-based system admitted too 
 many Asians. Whether justified or not, this perception is real and the TDSB did nothing to 
 address it. Sources for this perception can be traced to public discussions about the presence of 
 Asian students in top educational institutions. Examples include a  public discussion  about 
 admission criteria to the top US universities that are widely seen as biased against Asians, and 
 an analogous to Toronto debate about San Francisco specialized programs that was marred by 
 complaints about  anti-Asian racism  . 

 The new policy will likely increase enrollment in specialized programs among underrepresented 
 racial groups. However, the policy affects only the small group of students admitted to these 
 programs. It does not address wider racial and gender discrepancies in the interest in or 
 preparation for STEM education revealed by the application data. In fact, the policy will hide 
 those discrepancies. 

 In addition to the racial and gender quotas, the TDSB allocates 50% of the seats in MaCS and 
 TOPS Marc Garneau to local residents. This policy cuts the number of seats in those programs 
 available to the rest of the district by half. 

 It is worth emphasizing that the restriction affected only the two most competitive specialized 
 programs in the district. Using the TDSB language, the policy raises substantial geographical 
 barriers and creates a preference for students based on their postal code. 

 8  The above analysis is based on details of the algorithm  and 2019 application data. Likely, the 
 pool of 2022-23 applicants is going to be different than in 2019. A detailed analysis of the lottery 
 based admission system must wait until the TDSB releases 2022-23 data: application numbers 
 of BILM and non-BILM students and analogous numbers for admissions  for every single 
 program, divided by gender, and seats allocated to local and outside residents.  The TDSB has 
 committed to release such data before the middle of May (FOI Request 2023:06). 

https://www.nytimes.com/2022/01/24/us/politics/supreme-court-affirmative-action-harvard-unc.html
https://www.sfgate.com/politics/article/Alison-Collins-San-Francisco-school-Asians-tweets-16038855.php
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 Mismatch and high-achieving students 

 This evaluation advances an argument that the new policy did not reduce barriers faced by 
 underserved students to quality education but, instead, hid them under the cover of a lottery. 
 Apart from not advancing the TDSB goals, the removal of merit has significant direct costs. 

 First, the policy creates a mismatch between program design and student skills. Programs like 
 MaCS and TOPS were designed with high-achieving students in mind. The design led to 
 curricular solutions that are not appropriate for all students. For instance, MaCS has a number 
 of requirements, including acceleration of ICS courses, or relatively strict rules on taking 
 high-level STEM-based courses. TOPS accelerates mathematics from four years to three, with 
 the goal of teaching AP Calculus in the last year. 

 Removing merit from admissions eliminates a key tool to ensure that the selected group of 
 students would be able to thrive in the academically demanding environment. Now, it is likely 
 that at least some students will not have sufficient skills or preparation, and, as a result, their 
 education will suffer. 

 It is worthwhile to look at experience of other similar programs that underwent an analogous 
 change. One of the best US public high schools, San Francisco’s Lowell High School, moved to 
 lottery-based admissions in 2020-2021. The first class admitted under the new system saw a 
 record spike of failing grades  : “Of the 620 first-year  students admitted in fall 2021 via lottery, 
 nearly one in four (24.4%) received at least one letter grade of D or F, tripling from 7.9% in fall 
 2020.” As a result, in June 2022, the newly elected Board reinstated test scores and grades for 
 use in admissions. 

 It is likely that, as in the Lowell High School, the TDSB policy change will hurt exactly the 
 students it is supposed to help. 

 It is possible that in order to reduce the negative effect of the mismatch, the TDSB will press 
 specialized programs to change requirements and to make them less demanding. Of course, 
 doing so would undermine well-established and popular programs.  9 

 Second,  according to the Education Act  , “  The purpose  of education is to provide students with 
 the opportunity to realize their potential … “. This instruction applies to ALL students, including 
 high-achieving students. These students deserve an adequate education in the same way as 
 any other student in the district. The specialized programs were designed to deliver on it by 
 targeting the level and interest of such students. 

 9  There is evidence that undermining specialized programs is the goal. Notes from the 8.12.2021 meeting 
 of TDSB SSP Committee contain a discussion of a 5-year plan to close all specialized programs. (FOI 
 Request 2022:22). 

https://reason.com/2022/10/12/a-top-ranked-high-school-got-rid-of-merit-based-admissions-then-students-grades-tanked/
https://www.ontario.ca/laws/statute/90e02#BK1
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 This is not to say that the admission criteria used under the old policy could not be improved.  10  It 
 is very likely that high potential students from some disadvantaged backgrounds were missed 
 by administrators who did not have sufficient demographic information. 

 Proposed solutions  : 
 ●  Restore merit to admissions. 
 ●  Allow the administrators to collect demographic information to identify students with the 

 best fit for the program and to fulfill their duty as educators to maximize learning and 
 potential of their students. 

 10  To give a concrete example, the math/science part of the admission tests to TOPS and MaCS included 
 a few questions that belonged to the high school curriculum. Such questions are unlikely to be answered 
 by students who have ability and potential but, due to their disadvantaged background, were never 
 exposed to material beyond their grade level. Another example is essay-writing, which some of the TDSB 
 students do not learn before high school. It is possible that some of the differences in the 2019 exam 
 passing rate discussed above can be attributed to such elements of the exam. 
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 Other problems with the random selection algorithm 

 There are a number of other problems with the random selection algorithm used currently by the 
 TDSB. The problems and solutions proposed in this section are independent from any other 
 issue discussed in this document and adopting them would not affect any of the goals of the 
 current admission system. They should be addressed even if the lottery mechanism is to stay in 
 some form. 

 Inefficiencies 
 The algorithm is likely to generate significant inefficiencies, meaning that some of the students 
 assigned to their second-choice program could instead get their first choices by trading seats. 
 To see why, consider the following example. 

 Alice and Bai want to get into an Arts program. Both of them apply to Etobicoke and Rosedale 
 School of Arts. Alice lives in Queensway and so she ranks ESA first. Bai lives in Cabbagetown 
 and she ranks Rosedale first. 

 Recall that the algorithm runs independent lotteries for each of the programs. Suppose that 
 each of the two schools has 100 seats and 200 applicants. It is possible that 

 ●  Bai gets a position in the ESA queue below 100 and Alice is above 100, 
 ●  Alice gets a position in the Rosedale queue below 100 and Bai is above 100. 

 The top queue positions win a seat. In effect, both girls are offered a seat in their second-choice 
 school. They are also kept on the waiting list for their first-choice school. However, if there are 
 no further rejections, the initial allocation remains. 

 In the end, both girls end up with their second best choice, despite the fact that they would save 
 hours of daily commute if they could exchange their offers. 

 The problem is that the two schools use independent lotteries to select among applicants. 
 Instead, suppose that all applicants to all programs were ranked according to a single lottery, 
 which would later be used to determine the position on the list for each program. Then, if Alice 
 gets a number above 100, she would be admitted to both the ESA and Rosedale. Because of 
 her preference, the algorithm would automatically reject Rosedale and accept the seat at ESA. 
 The rejected seat would be offered to the next Rosedale applicant on the list. 

 Proposed solution  : Use a single lottery for all applicants  and use the results of this lottery in 
 admission to all programs. 

 For instance,  New York City Public Schools  use a single  lottery number in all admissions. The 
 applicants are informed about their lottery number before they fill out their applications. This 
 information helps to make an informed choice on which schools to apply to. 

https://www.schools.nyc.gov/enrollment/enroll-grade-by-grade/how-students-get-offers-to-doe-public-schools/random-numbers-in-admissions
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 Strategizing 
 The algorithm creates an incentive for an applicant to misstate information in the application 
 form. In principle, each student should rank their favourite program first, followed by their 
 second favourite program. At the same time, students are aware of the fact that the chances of 
 acceptance to popular programs are small. To maximize their chances, students may decide to 
 apply to a safer alternative instead. 

 The above behavior is called “  strategizing  ”. In order  to strategize well, the students must be 
 aware of differences in admission probabilities (applicant to seat ratios). It is well recognized in 
 the academic literature on school choice that this “strategizing” leads to inefficient outcomes, 
 and also advantages parents with better information, who tend to be more highly educated, 
 better connected, and wealthier.  11 

 Strategizing arises because a student has only two positions to rank. If, instead of two positions, 
 the student had unlimited rankings, the student would have no reason not to rank programs 
 according to their true preferences, and no incentives to strategize. 

 Proposed solution  : Significantly increase the number  of ranked choices. 

 Notice that the administrative reason for restriction to two ranked choices is gone when the 
 admission process is mostly mechanical and done by a computer algorithm. 

 In fact, allowing a large number of ranked choices is typically all over the world for school 
 admissions. For instance,  Boston Public Schools  do  not limit the number of options and “most 
 families will have somewhere between 10 and 14 school options on their choice list.” 

 Separate optional attendance 
 Under optional attendance rules, students may attempt to get a seat in schools outside of their 
 zones. This option is important for students who want to take courses (like AP classes) that are 
 not offered in their own school. 

 Optional attendance is currently run as a separate process. This does not make sense from the 
 perspective of students who often choose between a specialized program and a high school 
 with rich programming. This also does not make sense administratively, as two different 
 processes may end up with allocating a student to two different schools. 

 Proposed solution  : Combine optional attendance with  specialized schools into one unified 
 allocation process. 

 11  For example, see  this study  and  the literature that  quotes it  . The literature on implementation of school 
 choice algorithms started with successful reform of the so-called Boston School Choice mechanism in 
 2004. Since then, it has led to improvements in admission procedures across all levels of education in 
 various countries around the world. 

https://www.bostonpublicschools.org/assignment
https://www.nber.org/papers/w11965
https://scholar.google.ca/scholar?cites=12034536158714993147&as_sdt=2005&sciodt=0,5&hl=en
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 For example,  New York City Public Schools  allow up to 12 ranked choices of more than 400 
 schools and 700 programs (some schools have multiple programs) on a single application form. 

 Potential for fraud 
 In principle, the lottery mechanism should be fair - with all students having chances (apart from 
 preference for BILM race described above). In practice, the fairness of the lottery depends on 
 whether it is possible to manipulate its outcomes. Such manipulation in individual cases would 
 be prohibitively difficult if the entire process was done by a computer algorithm. 

 Unfortunately, the key steps of the TDSB algorithm allow for manual intervention. For instance, 
 at the waitlist stage of the algorithm, if a seat is open, the administrator must manually move the 
 applicant from the waitlist to the offered seats. The administrator can move an arbitrary student, 
 regardless of their current position on the waitlist. 

 Apart from inefficient use of highly qualified human resources, the need for manual interventions 
 creates a possibility of fraud. Imagine an administrator with access to the system, who has a 
 friend whose kid really wants to get into Etobicoke School of Arts. If the kid did not get through 
 initial offers, the administrator may wait until the first reject and move the kid jumping over all 
 other applicants with a higher position on the waitlist. As the video shows, the administrator 
 needs to log the move. He or she can simply add a note "Moved from the first place on the 
 waiting list". 

 To be fair, the system has logging features that record any transfer. However, the particular 
 logging solutions chosen are very complicated, and, among others, they make it impossible for 
 a student to verify whether their final outcome of having the first spot on the waitlist was for 
 legitimate (no more rejections) or illegitimate (somebody jumped over the queue) reasons. 

 There is a simple solution that would make the process fraud-free and completely transparent at 
 the same time. 

 Proposed solution  : Use a single lottery (as described  above in the section on  Inefficiencies  ). 
 Inform applicants about their lottery number. Publish admission lottery thresholds for all 
 programs divided by BILM and non-BILM status, gender, and residence. 

https://www.schools.nyc.gov/enrollment/enroll-grade-by-grade/how-students-get-offers-to-doe-public-schools
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 Conclusions: a need for coherent vision of 
 specialized programs 

 Many of the problems with the 2022 change come from the fact that the new policy did not arise 
 from a coherent answer to the key question: What is the role of specialized programs in the 
 TDSB system of education? 

 Before 2022, the answer was clear: the specialized programs are to enable high-achieving 
 students to reach their potential. The design (curriculum requirements) and the admissions 
 procedure based on merit flowed from this coherent vision. 

 Neither the new Student Interest Programs Policy, nor the TDSB websites, nor the materials 
 used for the discussion for May articulated an alternative vision. To be clear, the policy 
 describes the Board commitment to offer programs to support “interests of all learners”.  12 

 However, there is a number of problems with such a vision and its implementation in the policy: 

 First, the description is unclear whether the goal of the policy is to attract students with interest 
 for enrichment in a particular type of education or whether to develop such interests. These are 
 two different goals and they will lead to two different approaches to the design of specialized 
 programs. Currently, programs like MaCS or TOPS are designed for the first goal. Arguably, this 
 is what makes them so immensely popular. A 10:1 applicant ratio for some programs suggest 
 that there is already lots of developed interest. However, the materials distributed during the 
 May 2022 discussion suggest that the goal is the latter.  13 

 Second, a large applicant ratio under the new policy is a clear sign that the policy fails in its key 
 goal of accommodating “all interested students”  14  .  In fact, given the significant demand for top 
 STEM programs, the success of the new policy requires a significant expansion of such 
 programs. 

 Expanding such programs should not be, in principle, difficult. Programs like MaCS or TOPS are 
 not costly - they do not require extra resources and, due to their popularity, student to teacher 

 14  On the contrary, the TDSB  seems to regard  a large  number of applications as a success. This is 
 consistent with the rhetoric that the lottery “expanded access”. The focus on the size of the applicant pool 
 rather than the enrollment numbers as a proof of “access” is unusual. 

 13  “Both TDSB and Centralized Programs will shift programming to be focused on developing student 
 interests and are not to be structured around acceleration and enrichment.”  TDSB 25 May 2022 minutes  . 

 12  “This Student Interest Programs Policy (the “Policy”) was developed to support the Board’s ongoing 
 commitment to improve access to special programs based on student interest, and to support its 
 commitment to offer a range of program opportunities for all learners. … TDSB Centralized 
 Programs/Schools will develop and deliver programming for students that will foster and affirm students’ 
 intersecting identities, creativity, global connections, real-world context for curriculum and will support the 
 success of all interested students. ”  Student Interest  Programs Policy  . One of the May 2022 changes was 
 to rename the policy from formerly Specialized Programs and Schools Policy to emphasize the new 
 emphasis on the “student interests”. 

https://www.theglobeandmail.com/canada/article-tdsb-specialized-school-programs/
https://www.tdsb.on.ca/Leadership/Boardroom/Agenda-Minutes/Type/M/Year/2022?Filename=220525.pdf
https://ppf.tdsb.on.ca/uploads/files/live/97/2275.pdf
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 ratio is likely on the upper end of the TDSB distribution. There is no need for curriculum 
 development - it is enough to copy the existing programs. With the possible exception of the 
 highest level courses like AP Calculus, there is no need for extra teacher training - these 
 programs teach faster, not beyond curriculum. 

 Unfortunately, the 2022 change was not associated with any new plans of such expansion. No 
 new plans have materialized since then. The inconsistency between the official goals and 
 implementation leads one to wonder what are the real goals of the new policy. 

 Last but not least, a broad “student interest”-based approach fails to address the needs of the 
 most high-achieving students and their right to education that fulfills their potential. 

 The old system was easy to understand, coherent, and very successful. Until a new coherent 
 vision of specialized programs is articulated, the district should bring back the old system. 



October 31, 2020 Student Enrollment 

Earl Haig / Claude Watson
Race

Overall Enrolment (In 
person only)

Aboriginal / Indigenous 1 0% 0%

Black 11 3% 10 2%
East Asian 130 39% 274 44%

Latin American 4 1% 8 1%
Middle Eastern 25 8% 107 17%

Mixed 31 9% 89 14%
South Asian 9 3% 34 6%

Southeast Asian 6 2% 18 3%
White 116 35% 77 12%

Racial Total 333 100% 617 100%

Etobicoke School of the Arts
Race

Overall Enrolment
Indigenous 1 0%

Black 21 4%
East Asian 31 6%

Latin American 7 1%
Middle Eastern 3 1%

Mixed 119 23%
South Asian 8 2%

Southeast Asian 5 1%
White 331 63%   

Racial Total 526 100%

Rosedale School of the Arts
Race
Overall Enrolment
Indigenous 5 1%
Black 20 3%
East Asian 25 3%
Latin American 13 2%
Middle Eastern 9 1%
Mixed 156 22%
South Asian 14 2%
Southeast Asian 9 1%
White 469 65%
Racial Total 720 100%

Wexford Collegiate School of the Arts
Race
Overall Enrolment
Indigenous 2 1% 0 0%
Black 47 12% 18 8%
East Asian 14 4% 5 2%
Latin American 9 2% 3 1%
Middle Eastern 8 2% 46 21%
Mixed 73 18% 29 13%
South Asian 41 10% 38 17%
Southeast Asian 27 7% 9 4%
White 174 44% 73 33%
Racial Total 395 100% 221 100%

Arts Focus/Talented
Regular Sec and 

Other

460 1042

539 314

Arts Focus
858

Arts Focus
928

Arts Focus Regular Sec
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October 31, 2020 Student Enrollment

Race TDSB G9-12
Total Specialized 

Programs
Africentric Arts Focus Cyber Arts

Elite/Excep 
Athlete

IB Leadership
STEM/Integrated 

Technology

Total # of stuents before 
matching Race

71,766 8334 78 2888 410 279 1288 559 2832

Indigenous 149 (<1%) 13 (1%) - 11 (1%) - 1 (<1%) - - 1 (<1%)

Black 5812 (12%) 354 (6%) 46 (87%) 120 (6%) 14 (4%) 15 (8%) 44 (4%) 24 (5%) 91 (4%)

East Asian 6069 (12%) 886 (14%) 1 (2%) 127 (6%) 66 (21%) 5 (3%) 265 (26%) 15 (3%) 407 (18%)

Latin American 850 (2%) 61 (1%) - 38 (2%) 7 (2%) 2 (1%) 5 (<1%) - 9 (<1%)

Middle Eastern 2852 (6%) 143 (2%) - 37 (2%) 12 (4%) 6 (3%) 19 (2%) 13 (3%) 56 (3%)

Mixed 6203 (12%) 881 (14%) 3 (6%) 426 (21%) 58 (18%) 28 (15%) 89 (9%) 35 (7%) 242 (11%)

South Asian 11,336 (23%) 1667 (26%) 1 (2%) 95 (5%) 29 (9%) 12 (6%) 413 (40%) 329 (66%) 788 (35%)

Southeast Asian 2137 (4%) 203 (3%) 1 (2%) 58 (3%) 16 (5%) - 24 (2%) 19 (4%) 85 (4%)

White 14,262 (29%) 2111 (33%) 1 (2%) 1094 (55%) 112 (36%) 120 (63%) 161 (16%) 67 (13%) 556 (25%)

Total 49,670 (100%) 6319 (100%) 53 (100%) 2006 (100%) 314 (100%) 189 (100%) 1020 (100%) 502 (100%) 2235 (100%)
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October 31, 2020 Student Enrollment

Students' Special Needs status TDSB G9-12
Total Specialized 

Programs
Africentric Arts Focus Cyber Arts Elite/Excep Athlete IB Leadership STEM

Total # of students 71,766 8334 78 2888 410 279 1288 559 2832

Students without Special Education 
Needs

53,485 (75%) 6562 (79%) 44 (56%) 2156 (75%) 305 (74%) 226 (81%) 1107 (86%) 520 (93%) 2204 (78%)

Gifted--Special Education classes 1225 (2%) 7 (<1%) - 1 (<1%) 1 (<1%) - - - 5 (<1%)

Gifted--Regular classes 1928 (3%) 909 (11%) 1 (1%) 216 (7%) 28 (7%) 1 (0%) 166 (13%) 16 (3%) 481 (17%)

IPRC Exceptionalities excluding Gifted--
Special Education classes

2337 (3%) - - - - - - - -

IPRC Exceptionalities excluding Gifted--
Regular classes 

3708 (5%) 237 (3%) 16 (21%) 137 (5%) 32 (8%) 13 (5%) 2 (0%) 6 (1%) 31 (1%)

Non-identified Special Needs (IEP, but 
no IPRC assessment)

9083 (13%) 619 (7%) 17 (22%) 378 (13%) 44 (11%) 39 (14%) 13 (1%) 17 (3%) 111 (4%)
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2019-20 Application (All applications)

Program/School
Total 

Applications
Gender 

Unknown
Girl Boy

MaCS at William Lyon Mackenzie CI 711 263 173 275
TOPS at Marc Garneau CI 507 225 123 159
TOPS at Bloor CI 368 66 123 179

*Unknown: we could not match Gender or Race (e.g., missing ID, wrong ID, from outside of TDSB, etc.). 

2019-20 Accepted Applications

Program/School
Total Accepted 

Applications
Gender 

Unknown
Girl Boy

MaCS at William Lyon Mackenzie CI 119 42 40 37
TOPS at Marc Garneau CI 63 23 21 19
TOPS at Bloor CI 91 12 34 45

2019-20 Application (All applications)

Program/School
Total 

Applications
Race 

Unknown
Black East Asian

Latin 
American

Middle 
Eastern

Mixed
South 
Asian

Southeast 
Asian

White

MaCS at William Lyon Mackenzie CI 711 338 19 119 1 25 33 70 25 81
TOPS at Marc Garneau CI 507 254 4 112 1 5 19 94 2 16
TOPS at Bloor CI 368 100 2 72 0 3 35 92 6 58

*Students self-identified race information comes from the 2016 Student Census
*There were no students who self-identified as Indigenous who applied to these programs at these schools
*Unknown: we could not match Gender or Race (e.g., missing ID, wrong ID, from outside of TDSB, etc.). 

2019-20 Accepted Applications

Program/School
Total 

Applications
Race 

Unknown
Black East Asian

Latin 
American

Middle 
Eastern

Mixed
South 
Asian

Southeast 
Asian

White

MaCS at William Lyon Mackenzie CI 119 54 0 30 0 5 7 10 1 12
TOPS at Marc Garneau CI 63 25 0 27 0 1 1 9 0 0
TOPS at Bloor CI 91 19 1 20 0 0 8 23 0 20

*Students indentifing as non-binary, transgender, or another gender identity are not included in 
this table as these options were not available inside the Student Information System at the time of 
this application year (2019-20). 
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2021.12.08 – P013 & SSP Committee 2021-22 Meeting 
 
 Participants:, Matthew Dodds, Lisa Edwards, Denis Farr, Grant Fawthrop, Reiko Fuentes, 
Margaret Greenberg, Rosalie Griffith, Marlene Harroun, Lorraine Linton, Maria Palermo, 
Amie Presley, Renee Rawlins, Barrie Sketchley, Stephanie Todorovich, Claudine Tyrell, 
Anthony Vandyke, and Ellen Walsh,  

Regrets: Elizabeth Addo, Qaisar Ahmad, Mohammed Askary, Janet Bambrick, Saby 
Chandi, Peter Chang, Denise De Paola, Andrew Gowdy, Chi Le, Courtney Lewis, Katia 
Palumbo 
 
17 attendees and 11 absent 

 

Agenda for December 8, 2021 @ 12:30 

Reiko – reminded group of Compass points 
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1DgWBcAdy9QVree6E4rmtUmFV6UkMUpRRzA2rOSZnJGU/viewer?f=0 

Breakout Groups for 25 minutes beginning at 12:45 pm  

• Working groups will work on the google docs for each group.   
• How to operationalize the procedures.  What are the things we need to consider for aspects of 

change?  
• Facilitator, Take notes, record thoughts, and suggestions for each group 
• Report back at with the full group a summary of group thoughts 

Group 4 - Child Care  Group 5 - Format of 
Application  

Group 6 - Number of Applications/Online 
Application  

Anthony Vandyke 
Chi Le* 
Ellen Walsh 
Grant Fawthrop 
Katia Palumbo* 
Maria Palermo 
Peter Chang* 
Renee Rawlins 
Rosalie Griffith 
Stephanie 
Todorovich 

Barrie Sketchley 
Claudine Tyrrell 
Courtney Lewis 
Denis Farr  
Elizabeth Addo* 
Lisa Edwards 
Marlene Harroun 
Nick Tran 
Reiko Fuentes  

Adil Askary 
Amie Presley  
Denise De Paola 
Lorraine Linton 
Janet Bambrick 
Margaret Greenberg 
Matt Dodds 
Qaiser Ahmad 
Saby Chandi 

Highlighted names are staff that attended 
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Group discussion: 

Group 4 – Child Care Policies 
Ellen Walsh  
Rich discussion about why people go to Child Care centres outside of their attendance area.  Rich 
discussion like distance to work so easier for pick up and drop off.  Another daycare may be a better fit. 
Big question – if childcare not allowed to provide information about students who have left (confidential 
list of information), coming/going or moved on.   
May have certain daycares who are willing to share information and certain who won’t due to 
confidentiality thus inequity issues. 

Reiko: PR545 Optional Attendance, separate form as it relates to childcare which permits the 
communication between childcare and Administrator of schools 

Maria Palermo: To provide more context we were looking for the students who were registered before 
Jan. 1st so they are not going through the application process. For example, they are being home 
schooled and if they leave the child care and school. 

Process can further marginalize a family that is already marginalized if there is more transients, some 
families come into an area seeking child care post Jan. 1.  Whereas other parents who can afford it, will 
pay and take a spot away from others. 

In original policy, if they were registered at the child care, they were automatically admitted into the 
school even if they joined in May or June.  Families who are more transient are disadvantaged because it 
is later than the date.   When this was crafted it was supporting schools where students were dropped in 
at the last minute and schools were required to make space available.  
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Group 6 – Number of Applications/Online Application 
 
Margaret Greenberg - 

• We talked about why do we have any options for regular program at all?  
• What is the rational to provide choice for regular program when all regular programs are equally 

good? 
• Wondering: If this a way for young with people with greater ability to advocate for themselves 

or greater financial resources to choose which school they would like to send their child to. 
•  In certain communities, parents are trying to get them out of their communities to go to other 

schools.  When students do this, unintentionally it sends a message that out of boundary (some 
schools) are better than others. 

• Other questions, if out of area attendance meant to address a need vs. want? 
If need – who determines the need?  Perhaps a different process.  Like Special Education we 
identify need and then determine location based on needs process. 

• Does it make sense that instead of having Optional Attendance of Lottery by Priority, 
acknowledge priority based on needs then identify applicant based on need vs. desire. 

• What is SSP that students need to apply or what are programming that may be offered at a local 
level that would be open to everybody? 

LL:  We asked Mathew Dodds would you be able to ensure all Elem schools would be following this 
pattern? I.e. everyone is offering Cyber Arts and he said it could be done. 

Margaret Greenberg -There are several models of SSP and what those models look like would inform 
this procedure.   

Group 5 - # of online applications/centralize process 

Claudine Tyrell –   

• Talked about the Online application/Centralized process and the two timelines that would 
occur.  One for SSP and one for OOA (Out Of Area). 

• Whether we give OOA applicants opportunity to make any changes to their application like 
school choice.  i.e. student selects a school for SSP and not successful then they make a change 
to their OOA options.  Maybe not allow them to make changes.  

• Timelines – What process looks like online. When somebody applies, who would get access to 
see applications (Secondary or Grade 8 students) to see where their students have applied to. 

Reiko: Supporting idea of not allow people change their choices is so that they have a shorter window. 
Have Jan as just for OOA after SSP have been done.  So not having it up too early, students won’t be 
changing their mind so have more focus to online application 

Claudine – talked about online application to do everything.   Send info to schools, applicants, and 
whoever is accepted is sent back to the online centralized system. 

Reiko – Will continue to  work on OOA.  Highlight language in draft policy.  Opportunity to highlight 
language in draft policy like concerns, questions, best thinking about direction we are going.   
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Reiko shared segmented draft policy and asked group to make notes:  
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13cOiHHbyyWiztUYZuqggKlUq0bn4IFGbqLaLvcV1pXc/edit 

Rosalie Griffith – Rationale 1, The Board recognizes that parents and students may should be NEED  
Saying the same thing.  Some people may want to choose a school other than their local school and If 
board is committed to strong neighborhood schools, these two don’t go together. 

Lisa Edwards – Until all schools have equitable programming to allow students to get where they want 
to go, it’s hard not to have a process like this.  If all schools were ranked flat, and some schools are 
ranked higher than others (colleges look at applications from these schools).  If all schools ranked flat, 
then agree that we should be pushing for our community schools. Until that happens, parents will pick 
and choose what’s best for their child so that they are successful. 

Margaret – Will always have people who feel some schools are better than others.   Who are we serving 
and how do we dismantle it? 

Reiko: Hearing that the central paragraph has two opposing messages about valuing neighborhoods 
schools and yet we are talking about the Wants vs. Needs around people opting out of their local 
schools.   

Grant Fawthrop: The moment we make it seem that we are dictate someone’s decision, it has impact on 
people’s perception of choice.  In particular, the privileged will make it difficult. People feel they don’t 
have choice – privilege communities will.  Balance of choice is important 

M. Dodds:  Think opposite. If they see there is an option, they will take the option.  Maybe we should 
make it clear that the status quo of having an option is not going to be there anymore. 

Rosalie: Why aren’t schools equal?  

• Because some schools are going into communities and taking students away from other schools. 
As long as we continue to do this, we are not going to have equal schools.  

• If talking about Math and Science, this can happen in every school but if talking about 
mechanics, not every school can do this.  If we continue to leave the door open to allow people 
to continue to do the things they are doing (this is what got us in this place), this is wrong. 

M. Dodds:  Never going to have equal schools.  Parents will always find programs that other schools 
don’t have. 

Ellen Walsh: If we change policy and no Optional Attendance for anything.  This would revolutionize 
things.  If had a 5 year plan and lots of resources to get there it might work. Until we take away the 
choice, we are stuck.  We want schools to be opportunities for academic excellence, pathways, and 
spark creativity.  If we pull back on choice how do we ensure the change that needs to happen, 
happens? 

Barrie Sketchley – Its clear our Sec schools offer different programs. Unless we close all SSP, you will 
have choices and parents will want their kids in different programs.  Think two statements have to be in 
the same paragraph. 

LL – The 5 yr. plan is necessary because of the implications. The need to be strategic in our plans 
because everything we do impacts other decisions.   If we remove SSP and have a plan for this and 
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looked at the implications, are we saying that local schools will be viable as local schools?  Have we put 
resources in place to support local programming? How do we as a board ensure the viability of 
programs?  Maybe strategically navigate in phases to consider all implications. How do we navigate our 
first moves?  This needs to land right. 

Claudine – Need to honor process to right size of schools so students have access to all types of courses 
so students aren’t saying want to go to school A and B and not want to go to school C.  Need to do this 
work first before we move forward. 

Reiko: Recognize this.  Need to have steps come into play. 

Grant – Believe in strong neighborhood schools.  But there are under resourced local schools that are 
not able to offer programs in certain areas so Need vs. Want.  There will be a lot of push back if we 
remove choice. 

Margaret Greenberg – Perception vs. reality.   

• Some schools are perceived to be best schools in system (Fraser) but do not necessarily off offer 
breadth/depth of programming and offer a specific type of programming for specific type of 
student and not for others.   

• Often times, we are using this as the metric as successful which is not right.   
• We need to have common language as a group as what is a “good school” 

Stephanie Todorovich – Some SSP were placed in schools to solve right sizing schools.  Concerned that 
we are tweaking policy to make it equitable, see it may cause harm.  Don’t want to just band aid the 
procedure.  We are the system, we set this up for decades but not an excuse to keep going.  Bigger 
picture is right sizing schools, composite schools, and getting rid of SSP. 

Rosalie – This policy is so much bigger.  Is there another committee that looking at this in a broader 
context?   

Reiko: Know this is just one piece of an on-going process (blue wheel), looking at right sizing schools, 
closing schools.   

• All of these pieces are part of a larger plan (5 year plan), how do all these pieces fit 2gether and 
the ramifications 

• Part 2 is the Objective – To provide policy direction about access to schools outside a student’s 
designated attendance area 

• Add your comments 

Margaret Greenberg – Feeder schools? Should be tied to geography or program 

Margaret Greenberg – 6.1 added comment “designated school”  should include regular program in a 
designated school 

 

Reiko: 6.1.1.4 – Priorities  

Anthony – Priority 1: should this be applied to Elem schools only? 
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Maria Palermo –Priority – safety piece.  Don’t acknowledge that we have students that are parents. 
Should be some mechanism for recognizing Sec students that have children enrolled in a daycare within 
the Secondary School or within its catchment.  Safety in community need Priority 1 because there are 
Sec students who are walking younger siblings to school.  And Sec students who have children that walk 
their kids to school or childcare in the area.   

Ellen – Where does this fall into? Priority 1 part b? Where does this fall?  Also blended families, or 
younger child in a household.   

Reiko: Could a situation like this be Outside of Out of Area Admissions. i.e. automatically registered 
because student is a parent  

LL: Anything is possible, by omitting it in this policy we are not being equitable. It needs to be added in 
our procedure.   

Reiko: Part of rational of removing it, it shouldn’t be a policy, it should be automatic.  

Reiko: Priority 2 By stating anyone attending a feeder school, you are automatically granting access to 
programs like gifted.  Not there because of regular program but there because of gifted program 

Ellen: If attending a SSP then doesn’t work out, do they then return to Home School? 

LL:  If you are out of SSP, then you return to your home school. By practice historically, it’s on a case by 
case basis to be considered to stay.  If student is in grade 11 some are allowed to continue to graduate 
with peers.  Maybe need to add this in the procedure 

Margaret: 1.1.6 - Correlation to use this to remove desirable vs. undesirable students.  Should be a 
student driven choice rather than when things are not working out at a school. 

1.1.4 – 1st paragraph – Are we pulling FI out of P013 process?  Is French not a special program, we need 
to talk about FI in process. 

Reiko - FI is part of OOA if schools have space to accept students for P013.  

Please continue adding comments to this document.  Look critically at this.   

https://docs.google.com/document/d/13cOiHHbyyWiztUYZuqggKlUq0bn4IFGbqLaLvcV1pXc/edit?pli=1 

 

CHATS  

Me to Fuentes, Reiko (Direct Message) 12:34 PM 

We have 5 regrets for this meeting so far: Elizabeth Addo, Denis Lopes, Chi Le,  Peter Chang, Katia 
Palumbo 

From Presley, Amie to Everyone 12:34 PM 

Hi all. just eating lunch quick so have my camera off 

From Fuentes, Reiko to Me (Direct Message) 12:35 PM 
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Thanks! I updated the agenda to reflect this 

Me to Presley, Amie (Direct Message) 12:36 PM 

No worries.  take your time. 

From Rawlins, Renee to Me (Direct Message) 12:36 PM 

Hi Ona, i have to lead a PD at 1pm, so i have to run in 10 mins to get set up. 

Me to Presley, Amie (Direct Message) 12:37 PM 

Hi Renee, No worries!  Thank you for the head-up. 

From Greenberg, Margaret to Me (Direct Message) 12:37 PM 

Hi Ona, I might have to step out at some point - we had a break and enter last night at JPCI so I am 
waiting on TPS to show this afternoon.  I promise to return as soon as I can! 

Me to Rawlins, Renee (Direct Message) 12:38 PM 

Thank you, Renee.  No worries! 

From Fuentes, Reiko to Everyone 12:38 PM 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1rOZauhODSVNdKCK09iFF_4ZjUXZddyX6/edit 

Me to Greenberg, Margaret (Direct Message) 12:38 PM 

No worries, Margaret!  Thank you. 

Me to Fuentes, Reiko (Direct Message) 12:39 PM 

Renee Rawlins has to leave in 10 minutes to another meeting. 

From Fuentes, Reiko to Everyone 12:40 PM 

Compass Points  
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1DgWBcAdy9QVree6E4rmtUmFV6UkMUpRRzA2rOSZnJGU/viewer?f=0 

From M. Dodds to Everyone 01:12 PM 

I am just going to check on one situation upstairs. Be back in 10. 

From Walsh, Ellen to Everyone 01:18 PM 

Super important point Maria 

We all know the answer Margaret!! 

From Greenberg, Margaret to Everyone 01:24 PM 

Regarding point #4 - Also need to consider time on waitlists - Unicorn Day Care at Brown PS (high LOI 
school) has a years long waitlist.  How can someone recently moved into the area compete with 
someone who has been on the list since infancy? 
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From Fuentes, Reiko to Everyone 01:28 PM 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/13cOiHHbyyWiztUYZuqggKlUq0bn4IFGbqLaLvcV1pXc/edit 

From Walsh, Ellen to Everyone 01:30 PM 

All good! 

From Griffith, Rosalie to Everyone 01:34 PM 

THANK YOU!  I'm not normally a Luddite!  HAHA 

From Greenberg, Margaret to Everyone 01:37 PM 

brb 

From Walsh, Ellen to Everyone 01:40 PM 

That is very true Grant 

From Walsh, Ellen to Everyone 01:50 PM 

We need proof of academic excellence, breadth and depth of programming, variety of choice, strong 
post-secondary pathways, school supports, community engagement - basically the fulfillment of the 
Vision for Learning - 

Do we have that in every school?? 

From Griffith, Rosalie to Everyone 01:50 PM 

There are two conversations.  One is specialized programs that we should keep like elite athlete 
programs requiring specialized schedules and tech courses requiring particular facilities VS Math and 
Science "specialized" schools. 

From Linton, Lorraine to Everyone 01:53 PM 

@Claudine - thanks for that idea!! 

From Griffith, Rosalie to Everyone 01:53 PM 

It broke my heart when students felt that they had to "leave their school" to continue their school 
programming because their school didn't have the student population to run viable college level 
courses, for example. 

From Maria Palermo (she/her) to Everyone 01:54 PM 

Agreed @Rosalie.  Also heartbreaking when students feel that it is a punishment for not being smart 
enough if they have to attend their local school 

From Fuentes, Reiko to Everyone 01:55 PM 

IN case you need the link to the document  
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13cOiHHbyyWiztUYZuqggKlUq0bn4IFGbqLaLvcV1pXc/edit 

From Linton, Lorraine to Everyone 01:55 PM 
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@Rosalie - I believe addressing this must be FIRST priority (if we are looking at a phased approach) 

From Griffith, Rosalie to Everyone 01:56 PM 

@Agreed Maria. 

@Thanks Lorraine.  I have a question about that... 

From Edwards, Lisa to Everyone 02:02 PM 

Strong community schools also includes students with special education needs 

From Griffith, Rosalie to Everyone 02:05 PM 

Thank you Reiko!! 

@Lisa:  Excellent point.  These composite schools should be  

"Accessible" schools 

From Griffith, Rosalie to Everyone 02:13 PM 

@Agreed Maria.  We lost that from the old policy. 

From Edwards, Lisa to Everyone 02:23 PM 

Students leaving the French Immersion/Extended French Program may be required 

to return to their local school for the English Program as determined by home address or apply for 
optional attendance in any English Program school. 

From Griffith, Rosalie to Everyone 02:23 PM 

@Agreed Margaret.  We are living that right now. 

From Todorovich, Stephanie to Everyone 02:25 PM 

YES! Lorraine! 

From Griffith, Rosalie to Everyone 02:28 PM 

Reiko is herding cats!  HAHAHA 

From Todorovich, Stephanie to Everyone 02:28 PM 

@Margaret  have seen this used to remove "undesirable" students time and time again -should 
definitely be student/parent driven 

From Greenberg, Margaret to Everyone 02:29 PM 

passionate cats! 

Jellicle cats! 

From Walsh, Ellen to Everyone 02:29 PM 
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On our way to the Heavyside Lair 

Okay nerds 

From Greenberg, Margaret to Everyone 02:29 PM 

"CATS" 
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